May 4, 2019
Dear Parents,
It’s finally time to enjoy the sunshine this weekend after the week we had!! Please see below for
a few highlights from our week:
●

Our morning challenges this week definitely got our brains working. On Tuesday we
made mazes for beads out of straws and paper plates. Our Wednesday challenge had
us thinking about US history, birthday parties, and spring. We also learned that exercise
is good for both our muscles and our brains! This was good news for Friday when we
pulled a card and completed the matching exercise (Fitness Friday!)! Over the past few
weeks, we have also been practicing reading Scholastic magazines. Next year we are
very excited that we will have our own subscription to the magazine!

●

We were blown away by the generosity of others during our popcorn sale this week. We
created posters on Tuesday to advertise the details of our sale. On Wednesday we filled
popcorn bags and decided what jobs we needed to fill to make our sale successful. We
sold out of popcorn before 3:00pm! What a huge hit! On Thursday Ms. Bridget’s class
also had a great sale! We are excited to announce we have raised over $125 (exact
count to come) toward the bus costs for our field trip to meet our pen pals in Wheaton.
We are looking forward to the trip on Thursday!

●

Our France buildings are starting to take shape! We are so proud of our creations.
Throughout the process, we have made plans and changed plans as we encountered
new challenges. We have been reviewing what it means to create something “to scale”
and have checked to be sure we kept our planned measurements (and if not, how can
we change the scale?). Even though we started the project by completing indepth
research about each topic, we have checked back and completed additional research or
fact-checked as needed. My hope is that projects like these encourage our class to ask
each other questions and then be excited to go find the answers!

